Doing Business by the Good Book: Fifty-Two Lessons on Success Straight from the Bible by Robert L. Shook

An indispensable volume that shows how to succeed in business by using the Bible and its lessons as a source of inspiration and guidance. In 1990, David L. Steward founded his company, Worldwide Technology, Inc., on a shoestring budget and borrowed money, well aware of the high-risk nature of the venture he was undertaking. Despite the fact that he was a novice entrepreneur, he was certain he would succeed. Steward believed intensely that God wouldn't let him down. Doing Business by the Good Book shares the inspiring lessons culled straight from the Bible, that Steward used to build his privately held billion-dollar company into a global information technology enterprise.

Features:
Personal Review: Doing Business by the Good Book: Fifty-Two Lessons on Success Sraight from the Bible by Robert L. Shook
As a businessman this is the best daily business motivational reading I have ever read. As a Christian the biblical insights were paramount to a retreat with one of the great modern evangelical preachers. The synergy of the two together in one book worked in away that was simply Enlightening. I am a better businessman today because of this work and I know you will be too.
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